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Introduction
• Previous work (“Impact of Adaptively Thinned AIRS Cloud-Cleared Radiances 
on Tropical Cyclone Representation in a Global Data Assimilation and Forecast 
System”, Reale et al. 2018) focused on tropical systems
• Current use of clear-sky hyperspectral infrared data is suboptimal; cloud-
cleared radiances (CCRs), with a larger information content, are more 
representative and must be assimilated at a lower density, producing an 
improvement in global skill
• Assimilation of AIRS CCRs can also benefit the study of high latitudes where 
low-level cloud cover limits the assimilation of clear-sky infrared data
• Used Observing System Experiment (OSE) performed with Goddard Earth 
Observing System (GEOS, version 5) data assimilation and forecast system to 
study boreal fall 2014
• Experiment compares the impact of assimilating cloud-cleared AIRS radiances 
against clear-sky (without changing the rest of the observing system) 
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Clear-sky vs cloud-cleared coverage
Clear-Sky Cloud-Cleared
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• Cloud-cleared minus 
clear-sky vertically 
integrated temperature 
anomaly from surface to 
800hPa
• Largest temperature 
anomaly over Arctic
• Colder low-tropospheric 
temperatures induce 
negative mid- and upper-
tropospheric 
geopotential height 
anomalies due to 
hydrostatic adjustment
Vertically Integrated Temperature Anomaly
K∙kg∙m-2
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• Cloud-cleared minus 
clear-sky temperature 
anomaly averaged 70ºN –
90ºN
• Persistent cooling over 
large area (over 15 
million sq. km) and over 2 
month time period
• Low-tropospheric 
temperatures (at the 
interface between 
boundary layer and free 
troposphere) decrease as 
a consequence of CCR 
assimilation
• The anomaly slopes 
downward, transitioning 
into the cold season
Temperature Anomaly
K
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Temperature Anomaly Geopotential Height Anomaly
mK
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• Assimilation of cloud-
cleared radiances 
adjusts the vertical 
distribution of 
moisture, affecting 
the position and 
density of cloud-cover
Specific Humidity Anomaly
g∙kg-1
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• Hovmöller diagram with 
geopotential height 
anomaly averaged from 
40ºN – 80ºN
• Shaded: cloud-cleared
forecast minus clear-sky
forecast
• Contour: NCEP analysis
minus clear-sky forecast
• Anomalies grow with time
• Changes induced by 
cloud-clearing attempt to 
correct the forecast in the 
direction of the analysis
Initialized: 00Z 22 Oct 2014
Geopotential Height Anomaly
m
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Polar Lows
• Polar Lows are convectively driven, warm-core, mesoscale cyclones 
that form over the ice-free ocean on the poleward side of the jet 
stream
• Most common during the winter and spring seasons
• They form in a cold-air environment inside a large-scale occluded 
system, occurring commonly in locations where turbulent heat flux 
exchange occurs with the warmer ice-free ocean
• They have very fine temporal and spatial scales, in regions with 
limited conventional observations and therefore pose a severe 
challenge for Numerical Weather Prediction
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06z 22 September – 06z 24 September 2014
hPa
• Occluded cyclone at the edge of 
sea ice in East Antarctica
• Polar low forms and moves along 
the sea ice margin with the 
background flow 
• Maximum intensity (minimum sea 
level pressure) occurs at 06z Sep 
23
• The sea level pressure minimum 
and vertically integrated cyclonic 
vorticity maximum align in the case 
of cloud-cleared radiance 
assimilation, but not in clear-sky
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Clear-sky vs cloud-cleared coverage
Clear-sky Cloud-Cleared06Z 23 SEP 2014
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• Polar low present on 
poleward side of the 
jet
• Cloud-cleared 
produces lower slp, 
co-located with 
strong vertically 
integrated cyclonic 
vorticity maximum
• Clear-sky has slp
minimum offset from 
vorticity column
06Z 23 SEP 2014
m
Clear-sky Cloud-cleared
300hPa winds (shaded), 
vertically integrated vorticity (red), 
slp (black)
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Vertically integrated vorticity
• Cloud-cleared minus clear-sky 
vertically integrated vorticity (shaded) 
and cloud-cleared vertically 
integrated vorticity (contours)
• Assimilation of cloud-cleared 
radiances, relative to clear-sky, 
results in an increase in the cyclonic 
vorticity and a shift in the position
Cloud-cleared minus clear-sky
06Z 23 SEP 2014
kg∙m-2∙s-1
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Clear-sky (58ºS) Cloud-cleared (57.75ºS) • 06Z 23 SEP 2014
• Vertical cross section showing wind 
speed (shaded), temperature (black 
contours), and vorticity (red contours)
• Strong wind speed maximum to the 
east associated with baroclinic 
system
• In cloud-cleared, wind speed maxima 
surround deep column of cyclonic 
vorticity with a warm core present
• In clear-sky, much weaker and 
shallower vorticity column without 
strong wind speed maxima or warm 
core
m ∙ s-1
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Summary
• Assimilation of cloud-cleared radiances provides information in cloudy 
regions, which can be very important in polar regions where conventional 
observations are sparse and low-level stratus clouds are common 
• Assimilation of CCR produces a strong negative lower tropospheric 
temperature anomaly in the Arctic, which results in a mid- and upper-
tropospheric geopotential height anomaly due to hydrostatic adjustment
• Height anomalies propagate to the mid-latitudes, amplifying in the 
forecasts of waves, which leads to an improvement in individual forecasts 
and an overall improvement in forecast skill
• Assimilation of cloud-cleared radiances can produce analyses of polar 
lows with stronger vorticity columns, more pronounced warm cores, and 
better vertical alignment of these storms
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500hPa geopotential height and slp differences
• Geopotential height differences 
(shaded) and slp differences 
(contours) show better vertical 
alignment obtained by 
assimilating cloud-cleared 
radiances
• Deeper SLP minimum and 
lower 500hPa heights in cloud-
cleared experiment
m
Cloud-cleared minus clear sky 
06Z 23 SEP 2014
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500hPa geopotential height and slp
• 500hPa heights (shaded) and slp
(contours)
• SLP minimum deeper in cloud-
cleared
• In clear-sky, no minimum in 
500hPa heights present near 
SLP minimum
Clear-sky Cloud-cleared
m06Z 23 SEP 2014
m
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m
• Cloud-cleared minus 
Clear-sky
geopotential height 
anomaly averaged 
70ºN – 90ºN
• Negative height 
anomaly extends 
through mid to upper 
troposphere
• Consequence of 
cooler low-
tropospheric 
temperatures 
(hydrostatic 
adjustment)
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• Average Sep. 1 – Nov. 10, 
2014 cloud-cleared minus 
clear-sky analysis geopotential 
height anomalies
• Largest signal globally is 
negative anomaly over the 
Arctic
• Anomaly amplitude associated 
with frontal systems, 
originating over Siberia
m
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Clear-sky (57.25ºS) Cloud-cleared (57.75ºS)
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Clear-sky (57.5ºS) Cloud-cleared (57.75ºS)
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Clear-sky (57.75ºS) Cloud-cleared (57.75ºS)
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Clear-sky (58ºS) Cloud-cleared (57.75ºS)
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Clear-sky (58.25ºS) Cloud-cleared (57.75ºS)
